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The U.S. Supreme Courts decisions
regarding the nature of the peoples right to
keep and bear arms, as guaranteed in the
Second Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution, has focused some interest on
the extent to which firearms are protected
from the reach of creditors under either
federal or state laws. State laws protecting
certain property from creditors claims may
be used both in and outside of the
bankruptcy context. Federal law may also
protect certain property from creditors
claims in bankruptcy.Although a number of
states have provisions explicitly shielding
firearms from the claims of creditors, there
is currently no such provision in the U.S.
Bankruptcy Code (title 11). In the 111th
Congress, legislation was passed in the
House (H.R. 5827) that would have
provided an explicit federal exemption in
bankruptcy for a debtors aggregate interest,
up to $3,000, in a single rifle, shotgun, or
pistol, or any combination thereof. The bill
also included the means for protecting
firearms by including them-subject to the
same value and type restrictions-in the
definition of household goods for which
nonpossessory,
nonpurchase-money
security interest liens could be avoided in
bankruptcy. Similar legislation was
introduced in the 112th Congress: the
Protecting Gun Owners in Bankruptcy Act
of 2011 (H.R. 1181).The Bankruptcy Code
generally provides two options for
claiming exemptions in bankruptcy-either
the exemptions provided in 11 U.S.C.
Section 522(d) or the exemptions available
under state law. However, debtors may
only choose to use the federal exemptions
in Section 522(d) if their state specifically
authorizes them to do so. Because the
proposed federal exemption for firearms
would be included in Section 522(d),
debtors whose states do not authorize them
to use the Section 522(d) exemptions
would not benefit from the proposed
change in exemptions. They might,
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however, benefit from the inclusion of
firearms in the definition of household
goods, because they could then have the
option of freeing those firearms from liens
that were based on a nonpossessory,
nonpurchase-money security interest.There
is great variety in the extent of the
protection from creditors the states provide
for firearms. The majority of states provide
no explicit protection. Among the 13 states
that provide protection, the conditions for
providing that protection vary. Some states
limit the exemption by both the number
and value of the firearms; some do not
limit the number but may limit either the
value of each firearm or the aggregate
value of all. Other states specify the type of
firearms that can be exempted. In most
states that allow an exemption for firearms,
the exemption is not dependent upon the
way in which the firearm is used. Several
states, however, exempt only guns that are
for personal use, and one state requires that
the firearm be used for business purposes.
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Bankruptcy and The Gun Toting Debtor - Jeffrey B. Kelly, Attorney Some states allow you to use the federal
bankruptcy exemptions rather than your states exemptions. Find out if you can use the federal Exemptions in
Bankruptcy - Weber Law Firm If you are considering filing for Chapter 7 bankruptcy and you want to know more A
person may want to file for the following exemptions to protect their guns Exemptions for Firearms in Bankruptcy
You can use Nevadas bankruptcy exemptions to protect certain property in bankruptcy. One gun and uniforms (if
required by law). Nev. Rev. Stat. Chapter 7 bankruptcy and losing your guns - Like any other asset, firearms must
be disclosed to the bankruptcy court and are subject to acquisition by the trustee if they are not exempt Utah
Bankruptcy Exemptions Guns are an asset that must be disclosed in bankruptcy. They wont be lost if an exemption
covers them. Is there a specific Georgia Bankruptcy Exemption that will protect guns? If you have a gun collection
and are considering filing bankruptcy, Chapter 7 bankruptcy and losing your guns [Archive] - I own two firearms
and I am planning on filing Chapter 7 Bk. I plan on using an attorney . I am just curious on what the CA state exemption
is, if there is any Since your planning to use an attorney, any experienced bankruptcy Can guns be kept in chapter 7
or will they be taken from us? 28 Supported by the NRA, Rep John Boccieri (D-OH) is pushing to allow firearms to
be exempt from bankruptcy: In those states that allow a debtor Bill could exclude firearms from bankruptcy cases
News Firearms are generally not protected in bankruptcy in Colorado, but there While exemption rules vary from
state to state, Colorado does not New Legislative Effort to get Bankruptcy Exemption.For Guns Is there an
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exemption to keep his guns? If he hides assets while going through bankruptcy he has committed fraud and can be
imprisoned. Keeping Property Using Bankruptcy Exemptions: You Dont Lose In the 111th Congress, legislation
was passed in HR 5827 that provided a Federal Exemption in Bankruptcy for a Debtors interest in a single Texas
Bankruptcy Exemptions Chapter 7 bankruptcy and losing your guns California 2nd Amend. appears that CA does
not separately mention firearms in the exemptions. Are my Firearms protected from my Creditors in a Bankruptcy
case? MA Bankruptcy Law Questions and Answers. If a person owns firearms and files chapter 7 bankruptcy in MA
how much if any is exempt? Will I Lose My Guns if I File For Bankruptcy? Learn about the various types of
bankruptcy exemptions and how they apply to books, family portraits, sewing machines, firearms, a church pew, burial
plots, The Federal Bankruptcy Exemptions However, there are several exemptions that may be applied to protect
your guns.. In Florida, every individual who files bankruptcy is entitled to Does Colorado Have a Gun Exemption for
Bankruptcy? Matt Berkus But a former attorney, Tom Jones, testified against including guns under exemptions,
relating his own experience with bankruptcy cases. Bankruptcy Exemptions, 50 State Homestead Exemption Laws
Texas Exempt Firearms in Bankruptcy - Gun Trust Lawyer Your states exemption statutes tell you how much
property youll be allowed to keep. electronics, collectibles, sports equipment, firearms, clothes, and jewelry) financial
assets What Property Can I Exempt From the Bankruptcy Estate? Are Firearms Exempt from Bankruptcy?, Protect
Yourself from Although Colorado is a pro-hunter state, it is odd that Colorado law does not provide a gun exemption
for a debtor in bankruptcy. Exemptions Firearms, Guns, The Second Amendment And Bankruptcy Part 2 This
legislation would make firearms exempt from creditors claims in bankruptcy. Im still not sure if it is a joke or real
legislation I havent been Open resource [pdf] BUT, in NV he may have enough exemptions (protections) to allow his
to keep the guns. He should meet with a local attorney. Good luck. Exemptions for firearms with Chapter 7
bankruptcy The Forum for Exemptions for Firearms in Bankruptcy. Congressional Research Service. Summary.
The U.S. Supreme Courts decisions regarding the nature What Happens to My Firearms in Bankruptcy? Leiderman It depends on the exemptions in the state where you live. In Arizona each person has a right to one gun.
Please understand that bankruptcy is a Is it possible to keep guns and how would a bankruptcy - State and Federal
Bankruptcy Exemptions for people filing Chapter 7 Bankruptcy Appliances, furnishings, books, clothing, pets, musical
instruments, 1 firearm, I own two firearms and I am planning on filing - Q&A - Avvo Texas Exempt Firearms in
Bankruptcy. United States Bankruptcy Court,. W.D. Texas,. San Antonio Division. In re Tolbert WILKINSON, M.D. &
Suzanne T. Nevada Bankruptcy Exemptions Exemption laws permit most debtors to keep all of their property in a
(6) farm & ranch vehicles & implements (7) firearms (8) athletic & sporting equipment In Chapter 7 Bankruptcy, Can
I Keep My Guns? - SweetwaterNOW How does bankruptcy affect gun collections? Exemptions for the purposes of
the federal bankruptcy laws may be determined by state law.
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